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Two articles this month illustrate
both the peculiar opportunity and the
risk of "movement" theology (as in
Restoration Movement). B ill Ve rmillion
on women and authority, and, Mihe
Weed on the just war (p. 8), both dis-
cuss "doctrinal" issues that are never
only doctrinal or theoretical. They are
never adequately discussed apart from
the people who believe them. Hence,
they engender wide disagreement be-
cause people and their contexts change.
That is the opportunity of Restora-
tionism, when it is freely admitted that
a part of what we are restoring is not
fixed positions but freedom to work
out doctrine and practice on the moue.
Disagreements are not only allowed,
but expected. Crystallized creeds could
be allowed to lock us into uniformity;
and the body splits over the "ortho-
dox" belief about war or women.
But about the risk. Mike sent along
a copy of Alexander Campbell's 1848
"Address on War" (printed in the Con-
gressional Record of Nov. 22,1937).
Campbell doesn't allow the just war
theory as much weight as Mike does.
Yet both-as well as those who have
firm beliefs about the role of women-
want, in Campbell's words, "to create
a public opinion on the subject." That
is, differing views all want to persuade
others of their credibility. Commit-
ment to diversity forfeits uniformity,
and there is no longer "ø public opin-
ion," but several.
But this, of course, is not new. Even
creedal churches have long experienced
this diversity, and it has led to many
divisions in the body, not just in the
public. But so has authoritarian insis-
tence on uniformity-witness the Mis-
souri Synod Lutherans. The best alter-
native is still the ideal which flowered
in the eighteenth century, but which is
reflected in the New Testament mater-
ials: free and open discussion of dis-
agreements is a worthy way both to
foster personal belief and to influence
public policy.
And by the way-if you support
that notion, why not join our growing
"Friends of Mission" fellowship? On
page 13 we list, with appreciation,
those who have so far responded.
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One Wednesday evening recently a small group
in our congregation impulsively decided to meet
in an empty room for worship and study. At this
first meeting (five present) I was asked to lead the
group's search for greater daily spirituality. Al-
though the meetings were unannounced, our num-
ber grew weekly.
After several weeks, the elders heard of us and one
of them began attending the class. He reacted favor-
ably to the joy, enthusiasm, sincerit5z, study topics,
and devotion of the class. .He expressed concern that
the elders had not been consulted (i.e., the class was
"unauthorized" to use congregational facilities),
that the leader (me) never officially had "placed
membership" (we had worshipped there for twenty
months), and that women started songs and parti-
cipated orally in group prayer "seasons" (we spent
two-thirds of each class in song and prayer).
At one session we divided into five prayer
gToups of about six each in which all, male or
female, were encouraged to participate actively.
The next week the elder asked us to restudy the
question of women and prayer. He was kind, and
Dr. Bill Vermillion is associate professor of Psycltology at
Middle Tennessee State Uniuet'sity in Murfreesboro. He
and his famíly worshíp øt the North Bouleuard Church of
Chrisl there.
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W'omenand,
'Worked\[rhetel Lne
By BILL VERMILLION
stressed his desire not to disturb the many good
qualities of the class. But he said that he and the
other elders had reservations about the propriety
of women praying aloud in a sexually mixed group
of adults. I did not feel that he was "lording" it
over us but only requesting we study it further. I
felt this was reasonable, and agleed.
Unfortunately, some of the class reacted very
negatively, feeling that we were being denied some
of our freedom. Also, in retrospect, I (Satan?) let
the study go too long. We should have completed
it in one or two weeks but I took four to insure the
issue was studied fairly. By the time it was over we
were back to half or fewer of what had been the
class. Most who left were liberals who were tired of
rehashing what was a settled issue to them and/or
pessimistically assumed it would result in the same
old censorship. Some became upset with me because
I insisted that all points of view receive a hearing,
even when no one, including myself, subscribed to
some of them.
After the study, I reported to the elder that the
class had concluded that women could participate
as they had been. He did not respond to my letter,
and he no longer attends the class. The elders have
not forbidden the 'ffomen to pray aloud; but per-
haps they haven't needed to since only one \ryoman
has participated vocally since then. My wife, arr
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active participant earlier, is not comfortable doing
so norvr/, since she knows that many in the church do
not approve. I reminded her that all in the class
approve of female participation (as far as I know),
encouraged her to be aware of her own needs, and
urged her to participate vocally if she desires.
Nevertheless, I respect her posture and suspect I
would do the same as she. It is the strong bear-
ing with the failings of the weak. It is not eating
meat to maintain peace and unity.
Finally, I rejoice to report that the class
sessions are again positive and joyful, the members
appeil to be growing spiritually, and attendance
is increasing. While Satan has wounded us, it
appears that all things will work out for good.
Praise God.
THE STUDY
Now what did our study conclude? The passages
we stressed were 1 Corinthians 1-l-:3-5; 14:33-35;
and 1 Timothy 2:8-12, since they specifically re-
late to worship rather than to family relations
(Eph. 5:21-24; L Pet. 3:1-6) or to one's justifi-
cation (Gal. 3:28). We concludedthat 1 Corinthians
14:33-34 refers to the expression in the full
assembly of "special" spiritual gifts (speaking in
tongues, vs. 27; interpretation, vs. 28; prophecy
and revelation, vss. 29-33). Since these expressions
were not a part of our class, nor rffere \¡/e the full
assembly, we concluded the commandment for
\Momen to be silent (vss. 34-35) was irrelevant to
our class. Even conservatives usuaìly do not apply
this verse literally to classes, permitting women to
sing or take part in class discussions rather than in-
sisting on silence.
Our study of 1 Corinthians 11 : 3-5 led most of us
to believe that women did pray and prophesy pub-
licly in the first century church but were expected
to cover their heads when doing so. To support this
conclusion we noted that several translations and
commentators use the word "public" in these verses.
For example, Today's English Version renders
verse 5, "...woman who prays or speaks God's mess-
age in public worship...." Also, the references to
prophesying imply speaking aloud publicly. It
should be noted, however, that some of the class
were not totally agleed that these verses authorize
women to lead prayer in public assemblies since
no "conservative" translation used the word public
in reference to prayer.
From our study of 1 Timothy 2:8-12, we con-
cluded that the principle of women being in sub-jection to man is a basic principle taught from
Genesis. Paul's reference to "everywhere" (RSV)
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in verse 8 suggests more than a temporary or local
application. (It is also very compatible with the
line of "headship" outlined in 1 Corinthians 11:3.)
While the class did consider the low status of women
in the first century, we could find no evidence
(other than the opinions of some commentators)
that this was an important reason, let alone the
only reason, for Paul's (and Peter's) statements
placing women in subjection.
Furthermore, when we examined our deeper per-
sonal motives (the class contained two Ph.D.
psychologists), we found no evidence that either
males or females were insecure or afraid to
accept one another on an equal basis. Most of us
support the women's movement in modern society,
and agreed we would willingly accept equality in
the church, if the Lord had decreed it so.
It was pointed out that the question of hidden
motives is a two-edged sword, and some (not all)
of the equality proponents tended to be rebellious,
prideful, or resentful of any aspect of the established
church which interfered with their "doing their own
thing." Also, some males may have adopted a pro-
"freedom" stance for women as a reaction forma-
tion (or guilt reaction) to deep personal feelings of
prejudice. In conclusion, the fact that women may
be competent and motivated did not overcome our
conviction that we must be true to the word as we
understand it.
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Why, then, did we conclude that women may
pray if we accept 1 Timothy 2:8-12 as teaching
women are in subjection? Primarily because start-
ing a song or taking part in a group prayer (the
only kind we've had on the days I've been there)
is not "usurping authority" by a woman any more
than singing a song written by Fanny Crosby.
The men leading our class encourage everyone
to participate. No one, male or female, who
starts a song or utters a few lines in prayer can
be said to have tahen over the leadership of the
class. The topic or activity is already determined,
and all are sharing in the fulfillment of it. In this
context it is appropriate to note that we agreed
that the order for women to "learn in silence" (1
Tim. 2:11-12) refers to authority relationships,
not physical noises. This conclusion is based on
a consideration of the context of these verses.
MALE AND FEMALE
While not a part of our class' study, I am
persuaded that the current protest over traditional
male and female roles arises primarily from a
faulty role perception by males. While I accept
as a basic principle that God intends the male to
be the head of the family in the same way as
Christ is head of the church (Eph. 5:24), I do
not understand that woman is man's servant.
She is under his "umbrella" of love and protec-
tion to the point that the Old Testament stated
that a father or husband could nullify even vows
made to God (Num. 30:5,8). But authority was
never meant to be used to take advantage of
the subject. Jesus, who claimed all authority,
also said he came to serve, not to be served
(Matt. 2O:28). In like manner, man is to serve
woman even to the point of death (Eph. 5:25),
bestowing honor on her (1 Pet. 3:7), and loving
her as his own body (Eph. 5:28).
The key concept is love. Love implies, among
other things, that man "does not insist on (his)
own way" (1 Cor. 13:5). Unfortunately, many
Christian women have experienced the opposite.
The man vacations where he pleases, watches
what he wants on TV, spends money (golf, boat,
car) as he chooses, picks the congregation the
family attends, etc., all justified by the fact that
wives are commanded to be subject to their hus-
bands. The Christian husband who truly under-
stands the New Testament concept of loving his
wife shows constant consideration for her. He
doesn't drag her along on a fishing trip just to be
cook and babysitter. He doesn't insist she satisfy
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his sexual desires whether she wants to or not. He
doesn't invite extra company home when she has
plans to attend a PTA meeting. He doesn't sit all
day watching football bowl games and hollering
for her to bring him a drink or sandwich. He
doesn't command her to tend to the baby when it
cries while she is busily preparing dinner, just be-
cause he is "too busy" reading the paper.
Since many have concluded that such scenes ate
the inevitable consequence of women being in sub-
jection to their husbands, it is no wonder that they
also conclude God couldn't have meant for women
to be "in subjection" to men. But it is not nec-
essary to look for some way (usually cultural
relativism) to ignore this principle and the scriptures
behind it. To blame God's plan for the home's
problems is as senseless as to blame God for man's
sinfulness because he made man a creature of free-
will. The fault is not in God's plan but in man's
execution. And the male, not the female, usually
is the one who has not submitted to God's will.
ELDERS AND AUTHORITY
I might point out that most of the current efforts
to relegate elders to a non-authority status are also
the result of confusing New Testament concepts
of authority with modern, human concepts. It is
true that modern elders often violate the New
Testament concept of leadership or authority by
"lotding" or demanding that people serve them (1
Pet. 5:3). The solution is not to decide that they
have no authority and to cut from the word pas-
sages such as 1 Peter 5:2,5; Hebrews 13:17; and
Acts 20:28. Rather let us learn the true role of a
leader or shepherd-one who acts in the best inter-
ests of those in his care.
Integrity recently published an article (August,
1977) by Norman Parks, one of my most respected
friends, in which he enumerated many examples of
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abuse of porvr/er by elders. His conclusion was that
we must replace the authority of elders as currently
viewed (a corporate board) with a community of
equals such as a town meeting. Although I hesitate
to differ with a man of such intellectual powers, I
would say rather that we need to replace our cor-
porate board with shepherds. Surely all of us are
priests, but do we not select certain men to whom
we (the congregation) delegate authority? Unfor-
tunately, these men often usurp total power, and
they often fail to recognize that they are represent-
atives of the congtegation (not God) and are subject
to congregational veto. At the root is a misunder-
standing of the leadership role. And at the root of
the male-female conflict in the church is the same
misunderstanding. Men must learn that we are
commanded to loue our rromen, not rule them!
The fundamental problem is not that we have
introduced leadership roles which God did not
authorize, but that we have misunderstood God's
concepts of leadership or responsibility. Love
does not fall on us out of the sky, but describes
behavior we can consciously cultivate. Loue is
something we practice, not feel. Shepherds who
love their flocks and husbands who love their wives
are not likely to be accused of being arbitrary or
authoritarian. Even though they have leadership
responsibilities, they consult with, listen to, and
care aboutthose in their care. They do not insist on
their own way, nor do they consider themselves
"superiors" in some sort of human organizational
sense. Whatever honor accrues to the elder or hus-
band comes from accepting Jesus. teaching that
the greatest is one who serves.
CONCLUSION
So there you have it-our problem, our study,
our decision, ouÍ current status, and my commen'
tary. We are once again singing, praying, and study-
ing, with all encouraged to participate equally
under a male leadership. The women seem to
feel freer here than in other Church of Christ
classes available to them, and yet the basic
(eternal?) principle of 1 Corinthians 11:3..."the
head of every man is Christ, and the head of the
woman is man..." (NIV), is respected. (Incidentally,
the women do not wear a covering; and perhaps
they should, since that instruction is tied to
this verse.)
We are not dogmatic about our position. We
may be under-estimating the degree to which the
Bible is a document peculiar to its times, and/or
\¡re may be mistaken in our understanding of these
verses. We recognize th.at many conservatives as
well as many liberals (by Church of Christ standards)
will be disappointed in our stance. But we con-
tinue to praise God in song, lift our hands to him
in prayer, and-males and females-seek to hear
him in everything.
---+-+-i'@æ'!-+-å--
MEDIT}TTIOl\]
John 7:27
I reached for hís sandals
then sharply wíthdrew
my tourmaline smooth
hands.
Reason had tersely spoken
longing into sensible silence:
"Others less soiled
and of sweeter smell than yours
must bend to touch and loosen.
Pass ouer those feet reddened by sand
as he passed ouer Egypt's crimsoned
doorposts. "
Through what seemed a dispensation
for patríarchs,
no hands reached out.
Then two, of an earthy stench
(as of blood mixed with water)
moued groundward with tired grace.
And as he lifted the sandals
wearíly from his own feet,
I enuisioned a world
unladened of itself.
-Gary Swaim
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Jl4"Jitotion on tß' I-uJ'o Suþþez
By ELTON D. HIGGS
ln Christ we have God's eternal "noì/v." As we gather around his
table, we are reminded of the past only because of our frame of refer-
ence as human beings, From God's viewpoint, this feast of which we
regularly partake suspends time by uniting past and future into the
present reality of his love. We tap into the artery of his life, which be-
gins and ends at its source, the infathomable heart of God. ln sym-
bolically drinking his blood, we celebrate our liberation from the
tyranny of time. ln our own mortal past l¡es sin, and in our natural
future as human beings lies damnation; but if we stand on the island of
God's "now," sacrificing to him our past and our future, he confers
upon us the timelessness of the life that is, was, and ever shall be in
Christ.
That is not to say that we do not realize what is being subsumed in
God's "rìow." We marvel at what God has done in history, and specifi-
cally at what he has done in our lives; but to the extent that he has
accomplished his will with us in the past, he has taken us out of the
stream of time that leads only to a mortal end and has translated us into
his "now."
We rejoice in our hope of God's final deliverance of us from these
mortal bodies, but it is a hope with such certainty that we grasp it
through the faith that ¡t dwells in us even now. As we take of the
bread together, we testify to the presence within us of the power which
raised Jesus Christ from the dead.
All of this means, from another perspective, that we are not doomed
to carrying the baggage of the past-our failures, our meanness, our
defiance of God-nor to fearing the pitfalls and uncertainties of the
future. All is covered by God's "now," and, like Peter on the Lake of
Galilee, we are held suspended on the stream of time. Even if we begin
to sink, his hand is there to draw us back.
There is a message of divine fellowship in God's "now." Just as we
are freed from our own sinful act¡ons of past and future, so we are also
freed from being defiled by our response to the actions of others, pa,st
or ant¡c¡pated. lf we are truly in God's "novv," there is no longer any
need to maintain our pride or our imagined welfare by holding grudges
or harboring suspicions against one another. The refreshing dew of for-
giveness banishes the aridness of fear in God's eternal present.
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TheJustWor: Con Force Be
An lnslrumentof Love?
By MICHAEL R. WEED
Perhaps the painful memories of Vietnam are far
enough behind us that \rye can think again about
the Christian and war-and yet not too far removed
to remind us that we must. For many Christians
the basic issue seems quite simple. The Christian-
citizen obeys the God-ordained state as it exercises
its war-making powers. Or, the Christian-citizen
recognizes war as sin, and such terms as "just war"
are like the term "round square"-it smacks of
sophistry and even hypocrisy.
These "simple" alternatives, ho"rr'ever, are obvi-
ously too simple. As headlines daily attest, the
problem of "instrumental violence," or using force
for a "higher good," is a vexingly persistent, un-
avoidable, and complex issue. For many, it is here
that the Christian ethic fails to meet the demauds
of experience.
But it is also at this point that reviewing and clar-
ifying key features of Christian just war doctrine
might be helpful. Surely, some guidance is needed
to face the equally vacuous alternatives of "make
love not war" and "my country right or wrong."
Christians must not abandon the field to policy-
makers and military strategists who prefer to deal
with pacifists whose withdrawal leaves the way
clear for any kind of action. Further, it is my con-
viction that just war theory is adaptable to and il-
Iuminates a wide range of common moral decisions
beyond those dealing primarily with violence or
force. How can this approach help us deal consci-
entiously with moral decisions in our world of con-
flicting obligations?
JUST WAR IS NOT HOLY WAR
At the outset it is necessary to correct a basic
misunderstanding: just war theory does not state
that any war is "just"-much less "holy." War, or
Míchael Weed is a Bible instntctor at the Inslitute of Chris-
tían Studíes, a work of the Uniuersíty Auenue Church of
Christ in Austín, Texas. He ís a candidate for the Ph.D. de'
gree in theological ethícs from Emory Uniuersity ín Atlønta.
recourse to the use of violence, is never simply one
morally neutral alternative among others. Just war
theory presumes that a heavy burden of proof rests
on those who would resort to violence, and that
the nature of war is so suspect that it demands rig-
orous scrutiny and careful deliberation.
Just war theory assumes that war presents a real
moral problem and actually attempts to provide
criteria for rejecting r'¡/ar as a legitimate alternative.
Traditionally, its intent was to reduce the likeli-
hood of war and to curb excessively inhumane prac-
tices in the conduct of war. Thus, just war theory
attempts to chart a course between-and draws cnt-
icism from-the alternatives of pacifism and cynical
realism. (Parenthetically, many pacificists view the
rejection of violence as exhausting their moral re-
sponsibility and naively endorse questionable non-
violent strategies [e.g., harassing officials, acting as
provocateurs, etc.]. In so doing, they fail to recog-
nize that these tactics are also forms of force and
require moral reflection.)
THE TWO POLES OF LOVE
It is helpful to remind ourselves how the moral
problem of war or violence emerges for Christians.
Among other things, Christians are called to ex-
press love for the near and distant neighbor-includ-
ing the enemy-neighbor (Matt. 5:44). The moral
difficulty appears as a tension between the negative
and positive poles of love. Negatively love counsels,
"Do no harm-turn the other cheek." Positively,
however, love involves an active placing of our re-
sources and skills in service to our neighbors. We
are called to sustain, nurtute, enhance, and protect
the lives of others who are also created in the image
of God.
The story of the Good Samaritan is not directly
helpful at this point, at least not in the sense that
it offers a clear rule to guide conduct. Suppose the
Samaritan had arrived as the mugging was in pro-
gress. Although there is little question regarding
Jesus' stance toward those wlto would harm hirn
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personally, sonÌe find hints of another orientation
in Lulçe 2O:4,7 where Jesus criticizes tlrose wi-ro "de-
vour widow's holrses." Is there a tension here be-
tween love's negative and positive poles?
Regardless, we must admit that the emphasis of
the New 'Iestarnent is one of pacifism. It is only
with Ambrose and Augustine in the fourth century
that we find efforts to develop a Christian ethic for
using instrumental violence. And these thinhers in
part draw on early Greelç attempts to develop rules
for limiting the conduct of war.
IÌor many Christians, this represents one of sev-
eral evidences of the paganizing of the church. Iìor
them it is the result of the so-called Cl'rristianizing
of the state, after Constantine made Christianity
the official r:eligion of the Roman empire. It may
also, however, be viewed as evidence of an emerging
consciousness of l;he responsibilities of those with
increasing power and influence in the hutnan com-
munity who find themselves called on to use these
resources in the service of neighbor-love.
In spite of the apparent reversal of tactics in tah-
ing up the sword, the underlying concern of both
Ambrose and Augustine appears to remain that of
neighborlove. Contrary to many Christians who
would permit some forms of self-deferzse, but rule
out all other lcìnds of violence, Ambrose and Augus-
tine deny the Christian's right to private self-de-
fense. 'lheir concern is to formulate criteria whereby
one mây consider recourse to violence in defense
of the neìghbor. They argue that no Christian
should save his life at the expense of another per-
son. Yet, where others are involved, no Christian
should fail to resist evil by effective measures in
assisting and defending the neighbor. In effect, Am-
brose and Augustine contend that the Christian can-
not in love and without further consideratiotr turtt
someonc else's cheeh.
Clearly, these lnen wl:estle with tlie tension be-
tween the two poles of Christian love: On the one
hand-do no harm! And on the other-seelc the
good of the neighbor! They recognize that if love
demands that we actively meet the needs of the
neighbor, 1,he use of force cannot be ruled out aito-
gether. Consequently, just war theory arises ott1, of
the attempt to understand and express neighbor-
love. We shor"rld further note thal, in spelling out
conditions permitting and limitin{, wày, a basis is
offered whereby the Christian citizen may attempi,
to determine the nature and extent of his obliga-
tion to bear arms.r'
't'Obviously this raises a number of issues beyond tl're scope
of this article. My personal sympathies, however, are lvith
some form of seleciive conscientious objection which, how-
ever messy for the govenlment, appears necessâty frour the
perspective of the individual Christian.
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Succinctiy, Christian inst war theory attempts
thc "strange work oll marhing force a disciplined in-
strument of love" (T'hcodorc' \4/eber, Modern Wc¿r
and the Pursuit of Peace,p.9).
THË ËNËMY AS f\IEIGi-IBÕR
The most itnportant assumption of just wat: the-
ory, to be distinguished from just war criteria (be-
low), is that there is a fraternal connectiou between
belliger:ants which transcends the immediate hostil-
ities. Quite simply, the adversary makes a moral
claim on rrre as an enemy-neighbor. Without such
an assumption there is no moral problem. The en-
emy is no diffei:ent from a wild boar. In the per-
spective of Christian faith, however, the enemy is
created in the image of God and is a brother or
sister to be reconciled to the cornmon Father.
Just war theory therefore attempts to confine
war to the political arena and prevent the rhetonc
of violence from inflating to cosmic proportions.
Here, just war theory endeavors to keep open the
possibility of compromise and negotiation-impos-
sibilities when war is viewed as a struggle against
the forces of evil demanding an all-out and unre-
strained war of extermination-a holy v/ar or cru-
sade. This task, it must be admitted, runs counter
to both the psychology of war in general and a hey
assumption of the American people in particular.'l"l'
Who wants to die for a mere "political objective"-
much less for a bridge? Still, politicization of the
conflict is precisely the tash of just war theory. (It
is aptly illustrated in lìgyptian President Sadat's
recent visit to Israel in an attempt i;o restrain the
Armageddon-lil<e dimensions of Arab-Israeli hos-
tilities.
JUST WAR CRITERIA
Just war criteria attempt to regulate (a) resorting
to violence and (b) the conduct of violence in war.
Each individual criterion describes a uecessâry con-
dition, but none alone sufficiently jttstifies recoltrse
to violence. Nor does one iooh for a simple major-
ít,y" All the criteria must be met ancl/or honored.
(Distortion occurs when anv single criteriou dom'
inates or is misunderstood.)
Resort to wqr. Seven criteria attempt to clarrfy
the conditions under which orle rnay responsibly
¡"t'lìobert llatchelder contends that Americans assume: (a)
war is primarily a rnilitary matter; (b) its purpose is to
achieve rnilitary victory; and (c) it is successful only if the
ellemy is forced to su¡render t¡nconditionally. These assump-
tions run directly counter to the mainstream of Christian
thought about war and, according to Batchelder, influenced
the shift to the practice of oblitoration bornbing in Worlcl
War II (inteutional targeting <¡f civilians and non-rnilitary
zones). See his 'l'he Irreuersible Decision: 1939-1950, pp.
170-1 89.
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contemplate recourse to violence. Briefly, they state
that such a decision must be:
I. As q last resort. (Many pacifists find this criter-
ion decisive, holding that one is never without
further recourse to prayer.)
2. By competent and legitimate authority. War may
be made only by those charged with the welfare
of the people and acting in the interests of the
nation. (This is a particularly difficult hurdle for
revolutionaries, who must legitimate their right
to act on the part of the people at large.)
3. Witlt declared intent. The political intention or
goal (see 5) for which one is contending must be
declared-to enable negotiations and to allay sus-
picions of neutral parties.
4. In response to a just cause or injury. Clearly it is
here that most legitimating and motivational rhe-
toric focuses ("Remember the Alamo!").
5. Toward a just goal or intent. Violence must be
employed with a view toward restoration of fra-
ternity between warring parties and therefore
not to achieve an unequal advantage (which will
only perpetrate further hostilities).
6. Wíth reasonable hope of success. There must be
some indication that the political goal or intent
is attainable.
7. One which will lead to no greater harm than the
original injury.
Collectively, these criteria offer no formula. They
merely attempt to clarify whether conditions per-
mit moral recourse to violence. (Even when they
are met, however, it does not follow that resort to
violence is morally or politically mandatory.)
Conduct in war. Two further criteria attempt to
regulate and limit the forms of violence permissible
in the actual conduct of war. (These criteria are not
correctly applied when used to justify resort to vio-
lence, e.g., "We fought fair; therefore our cause
was just.") They are particularly important for the
individual soldier who may have only limited
knowledge of the circumstances leading his nation
to resort to war.
7. Discriminatíon or non-combatant immunity.
Those whose function is other than soldiering
and auxiliary roles should be protected from in-
tentional targeting and the ravages of war as far
as possible.
2. Proportionality. Violence must not be employedin an unnecessary and/or excessive manner.
(Clearly it is rnore difficult to apply this than the
previous criterion but the intent is obviously to
confine and limit the use of violence.)
Just war theory contends that both sets of cri-
teria must be met and honored in order for the use
of violence to be regarded as justified. To repeat,
these criteria seriously restrict the nse of violence
in the political or personal arena. They rest on the
assumption that the decision to use violence must
only be the result of seriotts deliberation and its
employment must constantly be scrutitlized. They
do not permit the conclusion that atty war is everjust. Rather, they yield the more uncomfortable
conclusion that on occasion war may be a necessity
-the lesser evil to be pursued cautiously and peni-tently, rather than a good to be energetically em-
braced.
THREE PROBLEMS
At least three developments have led many to
hold that Christian just war theory cannot apply to
international war. First, whereas weapons formerly
were subject to a degree of precision in targeting,
the development of weapons of mass destruction
and their companion delivery systems, have ren-
dered questionable the criteria of discrimination
and proportion. Consequently, many technically
non-pacifists view technology as making modern
warfare an unacceptable alternative for the Chris-
tian.
Second, worldwide insurgency wars with mixed
religious-ideological character increase the difficulty
of "defusing" hostilities and politicizing goals. No
amity is possible between belligerants viewing each
other in dehumanizing categories of ideological
propaganda that deny their common humanity un-
der one God.
Third, under the impact of technology and its
attendant bureaucracies, modern society-in New
York or in Pehing-is becoming increasingly deper-
sonalized. "Fraternity among belligerants" is diffi-
cult in such a world.
A"r-"Iy, however, these very problems show the
applicability of just war theory. Too often Christian
love evaporates into spontaneous and episodic ex-
pressions of sentimentality. British philosopher
Dorothy Emmet notes that
Love is not always wise unless a person is pre-
pared to think, and sometimes think hard about
what he is doing;and to think is to become aware
of questions about consequences, needs, pur-
poses, other people's intqrests. . . . (Rules, Roles,
and Relations, p. 87).
Just war theory attempts to "think hard" about
the responsibility of love's two poles in a field of
competing claims. In calling attention to the above-
mentioned problems, it directs love to address war-
promoting conditions (e. g., injustice, poverty), to
enhance social institutions and strengthen proce-
dures which encourage recognition of the interde-
pendence and need for cooperation among nation
states. Thtts, precisely in delineating various aspects
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of the problem of modern war, just war theory en-
ables love more clearly to see its tasks.
A FRAMEWORK FOR ETHICS
Finally, it is important to note that just war the-
ory has a fat more immediate relevanqe and wider
field of applicability than the issue of instrumental
violence. For example, note a situation involving
moral obligation but not violence. A friend is seek-
ing a position for which she is technically qualified
but likely to be passed over due to her inattention
to her appearance. Many have hinted at the prob-
lem without success (last resort). As her friend, I
feel an obligation to her (legitimate authority).
Moreover, the problem will probably affect her en-
tire career (cause or injury). My purpose is simply
to call her attention to the problem for her own
good (just intent). I weigh whether she will be re-
ceptive to my advice and if my efforts are more
likely to damage our relationship and drive her into
depression (greater harm).If I decide to talk to her,
I state my concern (declared intent) and do not
take the liberty of also criticizing her parents for
whom I have never cared, her apartment, and her
dog for good measure (proportion and discrimin-
ation).
This approach, although perhaps a bit artificial
in the scenario described, is not wholly unlike the
kinds of questions and issues we would mull over
in similar situations. It contains considerations
similar to those in the just war criteria. These re-
flections are sharpened and sensitized, however,
as they are pressed to serve neighbor-love rather
than self-interest. Love becomes wiser as it draws
disciplined reflection into its service. It is only on
the basis of some such alliance of love and reflec-
tion that the "reasoning heart" is enabled to know
who the neighbor is, and how to love the neighbor
in the complexities of competing claims and re-
lationships.
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By CHARLES COULSTON
In the beginning, the World-shaper fashioned
a world. He worlzed carefully with tools that
were just right for the task, and it was good.
And on the world he made life, and the life he
called human, and it was lilee himself. And he
shared his tools with the humqns he made, for
he wanted them to do what he did.
To one he gaue a hammer and saíd, "Go
and build. Yours is the future to shape; shapeit for the good of all." To another he gaue a
can of glue and said, "Go and unite. Yours is
loue to grow; grow it for all." To anoth^r he
goue a brush and said, "Go and paint. Yours is
beauty to show; show it well."
And one hammered on the earth until the
crust broke; and then he hammered on his
neighbor. When the hammer brohe, he threw
it away and went in search of other tools. And
one grabbed her neighbor by the hair, poured
on the glue, and glued her neighbor's head to
the ground. And one found a woman, and
painted graffiti all ouer her body.
And the World-shaper came and chose others
and spoke to them. To one he said, "Here is
another hammer. I am with you to see what
you do." Artd he buílt a frame to hold the
broken earth. And he built a house for atl the
brolzen people. And he hammered on qll the
ones wlto worshiped the World-breaher. And
it was good, but it was not enough.
To another he gaue a second can of glue.
And she went out and glued a man and woman
Charles Coulston is preachíng minister at the Redwood City
(Calífornia) Church of Christ.
together. Then she glued most people to the
ground by their feet so they were all the same
height. And it was good, but it was not enough.
And to another he gaue a second brush, and
that one painted a golden sunset and a smiling
face and a bowl of ripe fruit. And that one
couered up with flat paint most of the graffiti.
And it was good, but it was not enough.
Finally the World-shaper showed his oldest
son the hammer, the can of glue, and the
brush. Then he whispered to him a word and
sent him to walk in the world. Some who saw
and heard him thought they had known him
somewhere before.
Soon the son was offered a hammer. "Here,
you will need this, for you haue come to
build." But he refused, saying, "My tash ís to
seek out minds that can hold a word." And
the son was offered glue, for there was plenty
for all to use. But he suid, "No one shall be
held against the wilL The body has its own
glue, and I haue come to pour it out." And he
was offered a brush, for it was clear that he
had talent. And he said, "This is the most
tempting of all, for I loue beauty." But he did
not reach out to take it, saying, "The heart
has its own colors; I haue come to unfold
them."
And the son walked and spohe of mind and
body and heart. He spoke what was silly and
impossible to those with tools in their hands,
for through long centuries they had come to
belieue that only the hammer and glue and
brush can build and hold and couer.
But there were some in the world who had
no tools, and they listened happily to the son
and watched him when he walked. And soon
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they began to try to wallz Lilze hint, and they
worhed hard to spealz the word he spoke. lt
wqs lihe atother language, and yet so f'arnilior.
Finally, others began to discouer it" and tlxey
cried out for joy und l'orgot ctll abot¿t hamrner
artd glue and bruslt. And the son unglued those
he fonnd with their heads to the ground, and
he washed tlze paint from the bodies of utonren
he rnet, and he called a group to follow him,
and they all tlrew their hammers away; but a
few held on to the glue.
Then one day some catne with their tools
and captured the son. And thev painted his
body so he could not be recognized, and they
gltted him to tlze ground, and they hammered
him ttntiL he died. And they left him there and
went to celebrqte a job well done. And they
prayed to the World-brealzer arud thanleed hím
for the tools of the trade that secured pros-perity and security; ønd they rejoiced that
they neuer hsd to go out witlzout the tools.
And those who followed the son were sad, for
they lzad thrown their tools away, and they
expected a new world; but the Shaper's son
was dead.
Then, suddenly he came to them again,
aLiue! At first they did not knout him, for the
Not long ago, Brad Davis, president of Mission's board of
trustees, invited readers to pariicipate in the journal's finan-
cial obligations. Since we sell no ads, the magazine is sup-
ported wholly by such contributions, along with subscrip-
tions. Listed below are the names of those who, in addition
to our board members, have been gracious enough to re-
spond to this need.
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paint utas gone, and he was stuck to nothíng,
and only the mctrhs oÍ the hatnmer remained.
llut it could be no one else, for they hnew his
¿uo,lle and the utord he s¡tolee.
"'Go and build," he said. But he gaue them
no tooLs. Instead, he breathed on them and
said, "Speah the word. 'I'ouch what I touched.
Disassemble the utorld-breaking maehines; un-
glue your neíghbors; wash off the paint. You
lzaue seen the World-shaper, and he is in you.
Mind and body and heart will shape what ham-
mer and glue and brush cannot reach. But be-
ware, for the tools will be used against you,
as well."
And it Luos so. Long years passed; and some-
times the son's l'ollowers despaired of mind
and body and heart. They longed for some-
thing to hold in the hand, for something
more itnmediate ctnd effectiue. So they went
out into the world qnd borrowed hammer and
glue and paint. And they, too, began to build
with the tools of the world.
Thus, all thíngs are as they euer were. But
there are a few who utalh the earth and speak
the word. They carry no tools, but the eqrth
shapes at their approach. And the World-shaper
smíles.
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Baptism: The View from
History and the B¡ble
By JOHN McRAY
Modern discussions of baptism often ignore the
fact that it is a practice which pre-dates Christian-
ity. Any attempt, however brief, to deal with bap-
tism in the New Testament must deal with the fact
that it was not a new practice in the early church.
The period of post-captivity Judaism, from 400
B.C. to the birth of Christ, was a unique and espe-
cially creative one for the Jewish people. The tem-
ple, God's sanctuary on earth, had been destroyed
by Babylon.Inspiration was thought to have ceased
at this time with the scribe Ezra. God had removed
his presence from his people. The Hebrew canon of
Scripture in Palestine, therefore, excluded any later
author (which makes the late date of Daniel very
doubtful). The Apocrypha and Pseudepigtapha were
written during this time, emphasizing the intermed-
iary work of angels and demons in this newly cre-
ated vacuum between God and man.
So intense was the feeling of God's alienation
during this period that no devout Jew would any
longer even pronounce the sacred name Jehovah
(Yahweh). (The second-century Ascensíon of Isaiah
saw in hell those who pronounced the name.)
From the smouldering ashes of Nebuchadnezzar's
conquest there emerged for the first time in Jewish
history the phenomenon of sectarianism. Mosaic
Judaism fragmented. Allegiance was now divided
among Pharisees, Sadducees, Essenes, Herodians,
Zealots, and others. In the wake of these highly
competitive movements, a man appeared with still
another following. He was called John the Baptist,
or, rnore colloquially, John the Dipper.
Dr. John Mc&ay is professor of relígíous studies at Middle
Tennessee Stqte tJniuersity in Murfreesboro, and a member
o/ Mission's board of trustees.
John's message and practice of immersing in
water was received by his contemporaries as being
divine in origin-contact between God and his in-
spired prophets, which had ceased in the days of
Malachi, was norff re-established in John. He was
the new Elijah of whom Malachi had spoken; he
was here, preaching with the authority of God and
crying "tepent and be immersed for the remission
of sins, because the kingdom of heaven is just
around the cotner" (Mk. 1:4). And to him and his
baptism even Jesus would submit.
The sectarianism of the era had produced an em-
phasis on initiatory rites and practices. Prayers were
even unique to each group-Jesus was asked "Will
you teach us to pray as John taught his disciples?"
Immersion in water was the initiatory rite for en-
trance into the Dead Sea Scroll community of Es-
senes at Qumran, and excavations there in the 1950s
produced several very large baptistries. BothMasada
and Herodian have produced examples of Jewish
Mikvehs (baptistries) of the first century confirm-
ing the picture portrayed in the Mishnah of the
wide-spread diffusion of the practice in first cen-
tury Judaism. There is good indication that John
may have been closely associated with the Essenes
during. his earlier life.
What John brought to the religious scene, then,
was not novel. And, although his practice of im-
mersion did not serve as an introdttctory rite into
any institution as in many other cases, it was
preached as a means of preparation for entrance
into the rapidly approaching kingdom of heaven.
When Jesus submitted to John's immersion, it
was not without some trepidation on the part of
John. After all, he had been preaching what Marh
describes as "a baptism of repentance and remis-
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sion of sins" (Matt. 3:16). Understandably, John
responded to Jesus' request by saying, "I have need
to be baptized by you, and do you come to me?"
There can be no doubt, therefore, that John and
those who accepted his baptism, associated the rite
with moral and ethical purposes. Why was Jesus
baptized? For Jesus, it would have been a rejection
of the counsel of God to have refused the act. Luke
writes that "the Pharisees and lawyers rejected the
purpose of God for themselves not having been bap-
tized by him" (7:30).
ut Jesus was not only baptized by John, he also
collected some disciples about him and went about
Judea preaching and baptizing just as John was do-
ing (John 3:22). The gospel of John reports that
"When the Lord knew that the Pharisees had heard
that Jesus was making and baptizing more disciples
than John (although Jesus himself did not baptize,
but his disciples did), he left Judea" (4:1).
Before he left Judea, however, Jesus had his well-
known discussion with the prominent Rabbi Nico-
demus, about the nature of conversion (John 3).
Then he "remained in the land of Judea with his
disciples, and baptized. John also was baptizing in
Aenon near Salim because there was much water
there" (3:22\. In light of this fact, we are able to
place the conversation of Jesus with Nicodemus in
the context of his and John's practice of baptism.
We can understand Jesus' statement to Nicodemus
that he must be born of water and spirit to refer to
Jesus' own practice of immersion. His requirement
of Nicodemus was for immediate action and is ex-
pressed in the present tense.
Although Nicodemus was puzzled by the lan-
guage Jesus used about rebirth, he would no doubt
have understood John's demand of repentance be-
fore baptism. The word repent in the language of
the New Testament means "to change one's mind."
This, coupled with immersion in water, would cer-
tainly represent a rebirth of water and spirit to the
penitent Jews who came to that baptism.
If it be objected that Jesus would not have used
such rebirth language, such conversion language, in
reference to the baptism he and John were practic-
ing at the time, it should be remembered that both
Mark 1:4 and Acts 2:38 have the expression els
tous aphesin ton hamartion, "unto the remission
of sins."
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The differences in baptism before the death and
resurrection of Jesus (that practiced by Jesus and
John) and baptism after the resurrection (that prac-
ticed by the early church) do not, thus, lie in the
remission of sins. Instead, the differences are (1-)
the offer of the Holy Spirit; and (2) immersion in
the name of Jesus of Nazareth as the risen Lord.
John said "the one who comes after me will bap-
tize you with the Holy Spirit; I baptize with water"
(Matt. 3:11). It was baptism in the name of this
crucified and risen Savior that would confer on
those who accepted it the gift of the Holy Spirit.
In Peter's first sermon after the resurrection he
said, "Repent and be baptized, everyone of you, in
the name of Jesus Christ for the forgiveness of sins,
and you shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit"
(Acts 2:38).
It was baptism in the name of Jesus that was cru-
cial for those twelve men in Ephesus who had
known only the baptism of John--apparently ad-
ministered to them after the resurrection of Jesus.
After baptizing them in the name of Jesus, Paul
conferred upon them the gift of the Holy Spirit(Acts 19:1-7). They told Paul that under John's
baptism they did not even know there was a Holy
Spirit! (vs. 2.)
T" conversion experiences of the early church
as described in Acts deepen the impression of the
overriding importance attached to the name of
Jesus by the apostles. Although they had been com-
manded in his last words to "baptize all nations in
the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit"
(Matt. 28:1,8-20), they are not recorded as having
used that language. No instance of conversion in
Acts employs this trinitarian formula, which be-
came so important by the second century. On the
other hand, several instances of immersion at con-
version are stated to be by the authority of Jesus.
This was undoubtedly because Jesus had prefaced
his remarks about baptism with the words "all au-
thority has been given to me, both in heaven and
on earth."
The importance which the early church placed
on baptism is seen in the fact that every case of in-
dividual conversion described in the book of Acts
includes immersion in water. The 3,000 on Pente-
cost were told to "repent and be immersed in the
name of Jesus for remission of sins" (2:38). The
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Ethiopian was immersed by Philip, both of them
having gone down into the water (8:37ff). Saul of
Tarsus was immersed with the command of Ananias,
"Arise, be immersed, and wash away your sins, call-
ing on the name of the Lord" (22:76\. Cornelius,
the first non-Jewish convert in Palestine, was com-
manded by Peter to be immersed (10:48). The jailor
in the prison at Philippi was immersed the same
hour of the night when he wâs converted (16:
30-31).
Departures from this pattern of conversion ex-
perience do not appear until the second century,
and then only in the mode and not in the purpose.
The earliest authors outside the New Testament,
such as Justin Martyr and the author of the Didache,
in the second century, considered baptism an essen-
tial in conversion. The earliest substitution for the
mode of immersion is recorded in the little Jewish
Chtistian church manual called the Didache or
Teaching of the Twelue Apostles, which allows af-
fusion (pouring) three times in the name of the
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, if there is insufficient
running water available for immersion. It is my
opinion that cold, running water was preferred be-
cause it was required in Jewish lustral baptisms;
where it could not be found, the alternative was to
make the water running by pouring it. Jewish bap-
tisms which could not be performed in streams
were administered in specially bullt Mileuehs such
as those found in Qumran, which were designed
for water to run through them during the actual
baptism.
Not until the third century does sprinkling ap-
pear as an alternative to immersion. It arose in clin-
ical baptism performed by the authority of Cyprian,
bishop of Carthage, in North Africa. He reasoned
that baptism was so important that in cases of ill-
ness a substitution in the mode was better than
missing out on Ure act altogether (Epistle 75.72).
The problem with Cyprian's position, in my
opinion, is that without the mode of immer:sion,
which is symLrolic of the burial and resurrection of
Jesus, the rite loses one of its most important and
fundamental characteristics. For any act to be re-
cognized as symbolic it must symbolize that which
it attempts to depict. Neitirer affusion nor aspersion
is capable of providing the symbolism of resurrec-
tion from the grave" Perhaps the shift jn the medie-
val church from immersion to other forms is reflec-
tive of the shift in theology, from a belief in the
resurrection of the body to the Greeh idea of the
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immortality of the soul apart from the body. With
no belief in a resurrected body, one needs nothing
symbolic of such a resurrection! On the other hand,
an emphasis on the resurrection of the body should
produce a corresponding emphasis on the symbol-
ism of that act "wherein we are risen with him," as
Paul remarks in Colossians 2:1.2. Or, as he also says
in Romans 6:5, "If we have been united with him
in a death lihe his, we shall certainly be united with
him in a resurrection like his."
Like the ancient Phoenix of which Herodotus
spoke 500 yeals before the birth of Christ, baptism
represents in the same creature both death and life.
In conversion it is a symbol of a burial in which the
old man of sin is laid to rest; and of the emergence
out of his remains of the ner/v man in Christ. "If
any man is in Christ he is a new creature, old things
are passed away, behold, all things have become
new," says Paul in 1 Corinthians 5:l-7. Immersion
in water is a wonderfully suited symbol for por-
traying this metamorphosis of the individual at
convetsion.
EBuotl*,,. was never intended to be a practice that
would be emphasized apart from its natural ex-
pression in a believing and loving relationship to
God. In many respects, Iihe the sexual union be-
tween a man and a woman, baptism is not in and
of itself a legitimate cause for marriage to Christ,
and divorced from a loving and believing relation-
ship it is devoid of its true meaning. But in such a
relationship, it is a natural and wonderful experi-
ence.
The importance attachecl to immersion in the
preaching of the early church can be clearly seen
in Acts B, where the Ethiopian nobleman listened
as Philip "preachecl unto him Jesus"" Then, when
the chariot in which they were riding approached a
place of sufficient water, it was the Ethiopian and
not Philip who suggested baptism. Where clid he
learn about it? In the sermon in which he learned
about Jesus" No case of conversion in the New Test-
ament is without it. Overemphasized, it becomes a
liturgical tradition cievoid of the understanding that
led the Ethiopian to request it. Ilut viewed from
the practice of Jesus and the early church, it is a
beautiful symbol of the most important event in
tire historr¿ of manhiud-the resurtection of the
t
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AN INTERPRETATIVE REPORT ON
The Continentql
Chqrismqtic
Convenlion
Ballroom I at the Royal Coach Inn in Dallas was
much larger than needed by the Continental Char-
ismatic Convention held there recently. Highest
attendance at the meetings was about eighty-not
nearly so many as at the regional meeting in Dallas
the summer of '76. And only eight of twenty-eight
members of a National Committee were present.
The convention, founded and directed by V.
Alex Bills of Oklahoma City, seeks to bring together
members of the Churches of Christ, Disciples of
Christ, and the Independent Christian Churches
who are involved or interested in the charismatic
movement. Bills, a member of the Independents,
has been devoting full time to a ministry among
Spirit-filled Restoration Movement churches and
persons for the past year.
"In a special way the Restoration Movement is
entering into a new era of its life," Bills says.
"There is probably not a congregation anywhere in
these three historic groups that does not have at
least a few members who have experienced the re-
newal of the baptism of the Holy Spirit, with speak-
ing in tongues." He further asserts that "increasingly
in all parts of the country, whole churches [in the
Restoration Movement] are becoming charismatic
in their life and worship."
The Dallas meeting was the third annual Contin-
ental Charismatic Convention. The initial meeting
grew out of an interdenominational "Shepherds
Conference" in Kansas City in 1975, when 150
Truman Spring, Jr., is educøtion and youth mínister at the
Central Church of Christ in lruing, Texa*
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attended a Christian Churches/Churches of Christ
session. The 1976 national conference was in Okla-
homa City.
About half the participants at Dallas were from
the Disciples of Christ, with the rest from the
other two groups, and from a few non-Restoration
churches. The program itself was a loosely organ-
ized series of speakers and small group meetings,
mostly of the exhorting or personal testimony vari-
ety. Two of the most striking speakers-Tim Ruth-
ven of New Zealand and Douglas Wead of Olympia
-rruere not from Restoration churches.
The convention faced an identity crisis and a
lack of direction. "This convention is not as good
as it should be," Bills said, indicating that the prob-
lem is "Where do we go from hete?" Six options
were considered: the convention should (1-) be only
a fellowship meeting for getting acquainted; (2)
form a new denomination; (3) function as a charis-
matic teaching conference; (4) serve as an evangel-
istic organization; (5) exist to train participants to
carry the message of charismatic truth back into
the existing churches; or (6) be dissolved.
The overwhelming response by those attending
was that the convention should continue as a fellow-
ship meeting and an opportunity to better learn
how to share with non-charismatics. Suggestions
were made to hold meetings at the General Assem-
bly of the Disciples of Christ, and the North Amer-
ican Christian Convention (the Independents' annual
meeting). Although the Abilene Christian University
Léctureship was also mentioned, no suitable Church
of Christ assembly was deemed "open" enough to
allow explicit charismatic participation. (The "Spir-
itual Sword" Lectureship in Memphis, Tennessee,
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was not mentioned.)
"Whatever the final decision," Bills exhorted,
"we can't have another year like the last one. We
barely scraped by and couldn't even send the last
promotional mailing for the convention because of
no money." (Expenses and the deficit were met by
offerings during the three days.)
A decision was reached: the Fourth Annual Con-
tinental Charismatic Convention will meet in Okla-
homa City this summer, either immediately preced-
ing or following the North American Christian
found no acceptance in his own fellowship, and
open welcome in the freedom of inter- and trans-
denominational fellowship.
Bills even shared that "about twenty" prominent
charismatics within the Restoration Movement did
not attend this year's convention because it sounded
to them like a return to a narrow sectarianism from
which they had finally escaped.
Certainly it was unintentional, but this feeling
was heightened by other statements: "Our stand-
ing together helps present a witness of the valuable
THE CHARISMATIC MOVEMENT IS BY
NATURE A UNITY MOVEMENT, AND THE MOVE INTO
I NTE RDENOM I NATIONAL FE L LOWSH I P IS VI RTUAL LY I N EV ITABLE.
Convention. Also, regional meetings will be conduc-
ted next fall or winter. (For information contact
Alex Bills,4137 Corbett, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73115.)
Beneath this surface problem of an organiza-
tional and directional nature lay a much deeper and
broader obstacle arising from Restoration philoso-
phy itself: the relatively recent exclusivism and
legalism of our heritage. The charismatic movement
is by nature a unity movement, and the move into
interdenominational fellowship is virtually inevit-
able. The Restoration charismatic finds himself
praying, singing, sharing communion, and studying
with Baptists, Methodists, Episcopalians, Lutherans,
Pentecostalso and even Catholics. Once this freedom
is found and enjoyed, a return to the exclusive
narro\ryness of his past becomes intolerable.
Yet, as one man said, "My mother-in-law would
sincerely rather see us in a honky-tonk than here
with you charismatics." Within this context, such
questions as "Should I stay in the Church of
Christ?" 'or ç'Should we form our o'wn church?"
rise to the surface.
Bills is probably right in his assessment that few
Restoration congtegations do not have someone
who has experienced tongues. Most, however, are
quickly excluded, or silenced. This is why the "His
People Together," emphasis of Alex Bills is strug-
gling uphill. A promotional piece says that "We
have discovered an intensifying of our fellowship
because of a common background in the Restora-
tion Movement. We who are from the same back-
ground can best provide edification for each other."
But such statements do not captivate one who has
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contribution the Restoration Movement is making
in the church at large and in the Charismatic move-
ment in particular. We are encouraged to find a nerrv
openness. . . to accept our'position' on such things
as the authority of the Word, the absolute Lord-
ship of Christ and the truth of the simple structure
and purpose of the church as revealed in the New
Testament. We will . . . remain true to our distinc-
tive calling and heritage as the present-day heirs of
Campbell, Stone and Scott. We, like they, still de-
sire, and actively seek restoration of the New Test-
ament Church. Never has there been a greater need
for the simple message of the Restoration Move-
ment."
Such an aura, even if uncalculated, of the Old,
Narrow Paths will not bring together people who
have found the liberty to enjoy the delights of the
unity of the Spirit, and Spirit-filled Christians in
many denominations.
Of course, for the believer who has felt the inti
mate, powerful touch of the Holy Spirit, there is
another option in addition to those discussed. That
option was in fact experienced by many at the con-
vention-perhaps through a song, a word of exhor-
tation, a Scripture, or a moment of silence with a
fellow-pilgrim-experiences perhaps not as news-
worthy as the underlying problem but possibly
more far-reaching. This option is simply to worship
and serve Jesus as Lord with any and all who make
that confession. For unity is of and by the Spirit.
When we kneel, sharing the cup of wine with multi-
labeled believers, the serendipity of Christian unity
is realized and celebrated.
Take heed, ecumenical world! t
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Geronímo, wíth Frustratíon
By Dove Wimbish
I don't know what's wrong with my lndian f riend,
Geronimo Manygoats Tonto Baptiste Smith, but
he seems to be in a bad mood all the time lately.
I was discussing the situation with him just the
other day, as I was helping him pack. (l count it my
Christian duty to help him pack his belongings every
time the government decides the reservation boundary
should be moved. lt's really not that big a deal, though,
because it doesn't take that much effort to pack two
pairs of sandals, one pair of 
.jeans, one shirt [slightly
stained with war paint] , two candles, one dish, two
cups, a Bible, forty-three pounds of feathers and an
autographed picture of John Wayne.)
"l'm really going to miss this place," he pouted, as
we put his possessions on the back seat of my Dodge
Colt.
"Don't be so grumpy, Keemosabe," I tried to cheer
him up. "One sand dune is just as good as another;
and one packing crate house is as good as the next.
"Yeah, but the sand was a nice color here. Had a
nice texture to it. When you're an lndian, you get to
be kind of a sand and dust connoisseur. Overall, this
was much better than that place I lived in last month,
or last spring, or in'76."
"Well," I fibbed, "maybe they'll send you some
place that has some plant life. Maybe some grass.
Perhaps even some cactus or a tree!"
"Yeah, all this barren land and waste just gets to
be so depressing after awhile."
"Come on, now! Don't you remember the song,
'Count Your Many Blessings'? lt could be worse. They
could move you to. . .say. . . El Segundo, California.
All this barrenness is nothing compared to El Segundo
on a Saturday night."
"l just don't understand why the government is
making us move around all the time. I'd like to have a
place I could call my home."
"Where's your spirit of adventure?" I challenged.
"And where's your patriotism? Don't you know that
the great white father needs this God-f orsaken, bug-
infested desert to build another K-Mart shopping
center? Or, think of this-here, on the site of the for-
mer home of humble lndian Geronimo Smith,
American patriot, may stand another tribute to Amer-
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ican progress-a brand new Stuckey's!"
"The very thought makes me want to consider a
mild uprising."
"Hey, come on! There's not enough of you guys
left to cause trouble for Kalispell, Montana!"
"l'm sorry to be so grouchy. The Europeans did
bring us the gospel, and l'm grateful for that."
"And don't forget technology. And interstate
highways, Burma Shave signs, power plants, strip
mining, abandoned gas stations-the advances we've
brought you are almost limitless!"
"And. I do appreciate your coming to help me
pack for the eighteenth time."
"Aw. don't worry about that," I told him. "l'm
glad to do it. l've been so involved in the protest
movement against South Africa lately that I haven't
had time to just sit and think. Coming out here, away
from it all, gives me a chance to do some reflecting."
"South Africa? What's happening there?"
"Well, you'll probably f ind this hard to believe," I
said, "but the whites who control that country actu-
ally took the land away from the blacks, who had
owned it for hundreds of years."
"You must þe kidding! Didn't they even offer to
pay for it?"
"Not even $24 and some beads."
"How terrible!"
"You think that's bad?" I questioned. "Well,
they've treated the blacks like second class humans.
They make them live in certain areas, in terrible con-
ditions. They're denied all kinds of opportunities. lt's
really terrible. So anyway, we Christians really can't
ignore that type of thing. We have to let the leaders of
South Africa know that we're not going to put up
with it. The Christians of America are not blind to in-
justice ! "
"Of course they're not! Say, can you give me a
hand with this wash basín?"
"Yeah, sure. Hey, maybe there'll be some water
near your new happy hunting ground, Keemosabe.
Maybe you won't have to walk six miles for water,
like you've had to do here."
"You think so?"
"Does a rain dance make it rain?" t
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JBI,ilS AND CONVERSION--A controversial law makíng it illegal to converË
from Judaism for material gain has been passed by the Israeli parliamenË in
Jerusalem. Christian leaders are incensed at the suggestion that offers offinancial gain have been a part of their missionary methods. Even Israelis
opposed to the law have questioned whether it can be enforced, since even
such amenities as day care for Jewish children has been called a material en-
ticement by some. Although some figures indicate that only seventy to eighty
Jews per year convert to Christianity, Rabbi Yehuda Meir Abramowitz, one of
the lawrs sponsors, said thaËrrI,rle are a smal1 natíon and every Jewish soul is
dear to us.tt......Meanwhile, U. S. Jews are providing legal aid to young
people or Ëheir parents to protect them fromftillegalr' proselyting tactics by
religious cults. A Committee on Cults is being formed by the American Jewish
Congress, which is cormnitted, according to a spokesman, to defending Jewsftwho
seek redress from the courts for illegal actions...Lhat are clearly in víola-
tion of basic civil libertíes.rr
PROTESTANT COURSES BANNED--Protestant Bible study courses being usedin some Roman Catholic parishes have come under fire because of their emphasis
on the role of the woman as the submissive partner in marriage. LorettaGirzaitis, director of adult educaËion for the Archdíocese of St. Paul-Minne-
apolis, charged that the courses are causing division because they ttignore
respect and the dignity due each person created in Godrs image.rt A course
called f'Philosophy of Christian l,tromanhoodril published by Tri-R AssociaËes in
Denver, \^/as singled out for specíal criticism because it urged husbands ËoItexercise dominion totally over the home.rr
RIGIII T0 DIE DISPI]'TED--Two state Supreme Courts in New England have
differed sharply on who should make decisions about withdrawing life support
systems from the terminally ill. The MassachusetËs Supreme Court ruled unan-
imously thaL only the courts may decide such issues, while the high court in
New Jersey has decreed that the decision belongs to a group which involves
legal, medical, ethical, and family members. The Massachusetts verdicË said,
rr\,tre rejecL the approach adopted by the New Jersey Supreme Court in the (Karen)
Quinlan case of entrusËing the decision whether Ëo continue artificial life
support to the patientrs guardian, family, attending docËors and hospital
ethics conrnit,tee.It
EVANGELICALS LBAD IN SOCIAL ACTION--A Gallup survey has dísputed the
theory
saving
volved
on1-y 26
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that evangelical Christianity neglects social concerns in favor of
souls. The survey indicated that 42 percent of evangelicals are in-
in helping the poor, the sick, the handicapped, and the elderly, while
percent of non-evangelicals reported such involvement.
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THE ONE. TRUE CHURCH--Rebel French Catholic Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre
has again attacked Pope Paul and the Second Vatican Council!s emphasis on ecu-
menism. Relígious freedom, the a.rchbishop said, I'lead.s to the liberty of all
religionsrrtand stands against the special privilege that should be accorded
Lhe I'one, true church"r' Religious liberty I'introduces the principles of egal*
itarianism Ín the churchrrr andrrfraternity, or ecumenism, plays ínto the hands
of all the enemies of the churchril Lefebvre said. The seventy-t\'üo*year*o1d.
archbíshop t s remarks were published in a brochure call-ed t'A Master Coup of
Satan.It
BIBLICAL SCHOLAR LEAVES CHURCH--Brnst Kasemann, widely-known New Test*
ament scholar, has resigned from the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Ltlest
Germany over a dispute involving students at the University of Tubingen. The
church had cut off funds from a student congregation aL the university, saying
the students had failed to separate themselves from the rtlvlarxisL-Lenist ideol-
ogyrr of another group, ItChristians for Socialism.t' Kasemann protested that
persons who say that youth should either I'toe Lhe line or have their financial
supporË cut off, force them to spinelessness or revolution.tr One of the schol-
arts sever4l books was entitled, Jqsl¡s }4eê4_q E¡qe{om.
CONFLICTS SOUTH 0F THB BORDER--A businessman and landholder coalition
in Et S er ad. campaign d,enouncing "crímes com-
rnitted by Connnuníst groups in evil conspiracies with so-called Christians"rl
Poor farmers, workers, and students have long agLtaxed for improved condítions
in i:he Central American country. Roman CaLholic leaders have ofLen lent Lheir
support Lo the protests, claiming Lhat government-sancEioned oppression of Lhe
poor and landless majority compríses rrinstitutionalized violence.r' Several
priests and lay leaders were killed last year, allegedly by government or para-
military groups. . . .And in Buenos Airgs, church authorities are trying to learn
the fate of fifteen Lo LwenLy-fíve persons they say hrere recently abducted
from the steps of a church" A band of heavily armed men dressed in eivilian
cloLhes drove up Lo Holy Cross Church and herded as many people as they could
into six vehicles, ehurch leaders say" Although the armed men identified them*
selves as police, both local and federal officers say they know nothing aboul:
the case" Several persons in the group are known meml:ers of a multÍ^church
coalition which has been trying to determine the whereabouls of a l-ong list of
other abclucted persons.
aUTSlpE II!:I,ERFEB,,EI{Ç8. çHAB,-çll.D**Dr. Robert A. Thomas, presidenr of the
Disciples of Christ Division of Overseas MinisLries, has eharged that a free*
lance missions otganLzaLion is undercuttíng the autonomy of Indian congrega-
Lions. He said thal- an orgð.nLzarLon ealled I'ConLinuing Chrí-stían Churches
Missionril whích opposes union with the Church of North India, is makingrrun*
authorizedrr fund appeals" The group, Thomas said, promises Indians financial
support fyom former U" S, missíonaries I'who have never believed Ind.ians could
or should choose theír own direetions, manåge their own affairs, and setLle
their own dífferences.r'
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Jerry Brown, governor of California,
is reputed to have said, "On earth,
small is beautiful, but in space bigger
is better." Little wonder, then, that
Hollywood, another great California
institution, has turned its attention re-
cently to grandiose extravaganzas about
the extra-terrestrial regions. Star Wars,
which welded together the standard
plots of the science fiction writers in
combination with the latest gadgetry
of special effects, was the first of this
new series.
Despite the box office success of
Star Wars, there were some things about
the production that may have been
done better. The metaphysical state-
ments about the Force were trivial and
absurd. Moreover, Sfør Wors never came
to grips with one of the first human re-
actions one must have toward outer
space-fear of the unknown. Close En.
counters of the Third Kirzd attempts to
deal with some of these areas. Whereas
Star Wørs starts off in a mythological
arena outside of earth, Close Encoun-
ters of the Third Kind (an airforce eu-
phemism for a UFO) commences with
the emphasis on the much more hu-
man, emotional reaction toward the
unknown of the beyond. Steven Spiel-
berg, whose last effort was expended
in Jaws, would seem to be the ideal
director for a venture of this kind. Re-
gardless of what you think of the UFO
phenomenon, Spielberg, with his ex-
ploration of the human reaction toward
it, has opened up a new and probably
very profitable dimension of entertain-
ment.
The first thirty minutes of Close
Encounters is great cinema. Elements
of mystery, fascination, and fear of the
unknown, are woven together as Spiel-
berg leads us back and forth through
the visual experience of a re-creation
of several of the more bizarre UFO in-
cidents. Finally the story centers on
the exploits of a young mid-western
power linesman, Roy Neary (played by
Richard Dreyfuss who seems to be in
everything these days). Neary experi-
ences a visit from extra-terrestrial crea-
tures; the drama of the movie is pro-
vided by his dogged pursuance, despite
obstacles, to "get to the bottom of all
this." Ultimately his efforts, along with
others, are rewarded. He has an en-
counter with the Third Kind.
Somehow or other the initial pitch
of fear and fascination about the other
world created in the early moments of
the movie is not carried through. In
this sense, those going to the movie
merely for a visceral thrill in sharing an
encounter with the unknown will be
disappointed.
On the other hand, there are some
speculations about the extra-terrestrial
beings that are well worth the atten-
tion of the serious minded person.
Given our present empirical evidence
and knowledge about the universe,
this reviewer is prepared to accept the
presupposition of the existence of
extra-terrestrial intelligent beings. The
question then arises, What is the nature
of this extra-terrestrial life, and is it
malevolent or benevolent toward hu-
manity?
Close Encounú¿rs wrestles with the
futuristic question. Its answer is fas-
cinating. Embedded in all of the special
effects of sound and gadgetry, Spiel-
berg seems to be saying that the proper
response to extra-terrestrial life should
be determined by the mode of our
communication. We should not com-
municate control, manipulation, or do-
minion, but the proper response should
be awe, wonder, and astonishment.
When the final Encounter occurs, the
posture of the humans present is that
of awe and worship. Spielberg's sym-
bol of this response is a five-year-old
child who becomes intimate with the
third kind, but in contrast to the so-
phisticated, scientific types never is
afraid. We have nothing to fear from
the extra-terrestrial world as long as we
do not communicate dominion and
hostility. Thus, while Close Encounters
does not deliver what it promises dra-
matically, in contrast to the hysteria
of much of the UFO crowd it delivers
a more important message. The proper
response to the unknown of our uni
verse is calmness and wonder.
A Christian who views this film can-
not but remember the word of the
Christ hymn of Colossians 1:15-20.
There the writer is concerned to say
that the same power which came to
light in the life of Jesus sustains and
controls the whole universe. Thus the
faithful have nothing to fear from
extra-terrestrial principalities and pow-
ers. The creation is under the same ad-
ministration that demonstrated its love
in Christ. Thus, the Christian can make
sanguine statements about the un-
known that go beyond Spielberg's
stance of calmness and awe.
Nevertheless, this is a beautiful film.
And it is enhanced by the noticeable
absence of bad language, nudity, or
gratuitous violence. t
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Encounlers of the Less
Superficiol Kind
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND,
written and directed by Steven Spielberg. Columbia
Pictures, !977. Main star: Richard Dreyfuss.
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Someone recently lamented in print that
more and more references are being made to
the church as a family . This attempt to encour-
age greater intimacy among members vras per-
ceived, I believe, to be a sign that the church is
going soft. (It is awkward, for example, to
speak of tender concern in one breath, and to
"skin the denominations" in the next.)
Now, I have nothing but admiration for
anyone whose experience at home has taught
them that family relations are soft. As for me
and my house, the word seems lacking in depth
and color as a description, say, of the kids
wrangling over whether the TV or the stereo
should be on.
On the contrary, the very toughness of
healthy family relations makes family meta-
phors appropriate for God's family, the church.
Although the kids'arguments can rage fiercely
for a moment, they rarely think of dis-owning
each other-a quality too often lacking in
church squabbles. Their relationship, their
heritage, gives them an instinctive bond that
mere disagreements cannot break. The tension
itself is somehow nourishing, for it is develop-
ing both self-respect ("I had the TV on first!")
and fairness ("Oh, all right-but after your
program I get to listen to Chicago.")
Why not, then, allow healthy family con-
cepts to inform and nourish church? The God
who created the church created first the fam-
ily. In fact, Christians are the fruit of family
roots that began in Eden and continued through
"the sons of the family of Abraham" (Acts 13:
26). As members of God's family we risk inti-
macy so close that ancient pagans charged us
with incest ("See-they call each other'brother'
and 'sister,'and we've seen them greet each
other with a kiss!").
Why not plan some occasions when the fam-
ily called church can share friendly conversa-
tion at the Table, just like we do at home? At
our place, arguments are not allowed at meal-
time. They interfere with digestive juices and
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constructive conversation. It's something like
Jesus'directive to settle differences before ap-
proaching the altar.
But at church, partaking of the bread and
wiqe at the altar is much too solemn an event
to discern, as Paul instructed, the body-the
people around the table-or to speak of peace
with a brother. I once tried to introduce my-
self to a rank stranger with whom I was being
asked to join in table fellowship without so
much as an introduction. It scared the wits
and worship out of her. So, insteacl of the Sup-
per being a time for family conversation, we
sat in stony silence and stared at the floor or
counted the ceiling tiles. Why not hold a Com-
munion sometime \¡/hen we are allowed to
commune?
And why not have occasions at church like
the family council? The healthiest families
allow everyone to have their say, regardless of
age, sex, or earning power. Chores and duties
are discussed. Plans affecting everyone are dis-
cussed by everyone. But all this fairly obvious
source of family strength is usually ignored at
church. Is it really God's will that Mom and
the kids be allowed to discuss who carries out
the trash at home, but not the carrying out of
His will, at church?
I sometimes feel that despite all the church's
talk about the importance of the home, its
deeds put the lie to its words. We push the ob-
viously sound educational principle of graded
Bible classes to rule out occasions where we
just meet in one great family and allow Jimmy
to be nourished by Granny Simpson's amar
ing Bible knowledge. We can't pop corn around
the TV and Disney's family hour because we
have to rush to church for Mom to be with
someone else's hids while Dad listens to a ser-
mon (on the importance of family hours?).
To paraphrase Dagwood on the home,
there's no place like church-absolutely no
place.
-RD
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Helpful in lVlinistry
While visiting with our son Randy
and his family this Christmas, we were
reading Mission in our spare time. We
would like to receive this publication
so we're sending for a five-year sub-
scription. I share a ministry with the
Sherwood church of Christ in Char-
lottetown, and there are some things
written in Mission that would be help-
ful to me.
We enjoyed the November'77 edi-
tion. Thank you for obliging and for
the good work we feel you are doing
for the kingdom of God on earth.
E. P. Benoit
Charlottetown,
Prince Edwards Island
Too Much Bible
The first paragraph of "In the Mar-
gins" of the December 7977 issue of
Mission prompted me to write. I finally
realized that I was/am getting very im-
patient with a certain aspect of Mrssíorz
and the Church of Christ.
I was raised as a Roman Catholic
and was born again into the Lord, in a
C of C baptistry, in 1970. I say this to
point out what I see as the two major
and incorrect views of Christian faith
and authority today. First, I see the
Roman Catholics putting their faith in
and giving authority to the physical or-
ganization of the church; and second, I
see most Protestants over-reacting to
this by putting their faith in and giving
authority to the Bible, particularly the
New Testament epistles. I am afraid
that both views are incorrect and not
only seriously harm the cause of Christ,
but are possibly a form of idolatry.
Lately, in reading Mission, I am be-
coming more frustrated and distressed
that a part of. the magazine continues
to be persistent in its emphasis in plac-
ing the Bible and the interpretation
thereof as the authority and guide for
our lives. I give witness that this atti-
tude is exactly backwards from the
will of God, who tells us that he, in
Jesus and through his Spirit, is our
guiding light.
For example: Women's role in the
church. Many women are voicing un-
happiness and discontent with their
role/function in the church. If we ac-
cept this as a fact, and I do, how do
we deal with it? As near as I can tell,
all Mission articles and other articles
that I've read on the topic approach
the subject one way only, through
"What do the Scriptures say about it?"
I get the impression that most people
who view this matter in this way would
say, "The Bible defines women's role
(keep silent) and therefore there is no
need for any discussion. No problem
could exist because the Bible (the way
I interpret it) already has the ans\ryer.
As a good C of C member all you have
to do is obey 'God's word,' the Bible."
I think this attitude is pitiable. To
begin, whether the allegations of the
women are true or not is initially im-
material (I personally believe they have
a strong case). What I am getting at is
that because many of the women are
unhappy we should deal with their
problem. This is love. These women
are people and have a spiritual need,
and we love them not only as a people
in need but particularly because they
are a part of God's family.
I don't have a specific solution to
the problem, but I believe we in the
church should openly discuss these
problems with a distinct view to solv-
ing them, and stop hiding behind the
Bible. Our "authority" should be love,
not the Scriptures. Love can and does
include the Scriptures, but also a num-
ber of other things, some of which are
feelings, time, place, and situation. But
viewing a situation or problem through
laws that we have made from the New
Testament does not necessarily include
love. (Is it loving to tell a woman, who
is hurting at having a genuine need un-
fulfilled, that she is not really suffering
because the Bible says so?)
We must always remember what
Jesus said, "You search the Scriptures
for in them you think you have eternal
life, but don't you know that they
point to me?"
Because of the magazing's general
persistent emphasis on the biblical au-
thority, I will probably let our sub-
scription lapse at the end of this year,
even though there are other good arti-
cles in it. Taking the Bible and its in-
terpretation as our authority, and not
God (love), inhibits our growth in
Christ and poorly colors our concept
of our Father and his will.
Douglas Cheaney
Bismarck, Missouri
